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Abstract 

The Summer Institute of Linguistics conducted a sociolinguistic survey of the Sam [SNX] people on the Rai 
Coast of Madang Province, Papua New Guinea from 9 Feb–15 Feb 2001 to learn about their ethnolinguistic 
identity, language and dialect boundaries, language vitality, and other factors relevant to starting a language 
development project. They found that there are 600–700 Sam people living in just three villages with no 
reported or observed dialectal differences between them. Although the elders are concerned that their language 
is dying out, the Sam language still appears to be healthy at this point. The younger generations are using more 
Tok Pisin, but Sam still appears to be spoken most of the time by Sam people of all ages, especially in the two 
interior villages of Buan and Wongbe. Sam leaders are making efforts to preserve their culture and language, 
including the appointment of a Sam literature translation committee. 

 

0. INTRODUCTION 
In May 2000, circuit leaders of the Lutheran Church in Madang Province met with leaders of the Summer 

Institute of Linguistics (SIL) and Pioneer Bible Translators (PBT) to discuss their interest in the development of 
partnerships to facilitate language development and Sam literature. The main motivation for a language 
development and literature translation project among the Sam people seems to be that they want to take some 
action to preserve and strengthen their language and identity.  

Shortly after the meeting, Mr. Rufus Gau, the Bongu circuit leader and speaker of the Sam language, began 
making regular requests to PBT for literature in the Sam language. The SIL survey team was asked to conduct a 
sociolinguistic survey of the language. Their goals were to determine language and dialect boundaries, assess 
the vitality of the Sam language, and assess the level of education of the Sam people. Thus, an SIL survey team 
consisting of Mike Rueck and Tim Jore, assisted by Erastus Otairobo, Partnership Coordinator for Translation 
Awareness in the Momase Region, visited the Sam people on the Rai Coast near the head of Astrolabe Bay from 
9 February through 15 February 2001. 

1. OBJECTIVES 
The first objective for the fieldwork in the Sam language was to determine the language boundaries as well 

as dialect boundaries within the language if they existed. The number of Sam villages was unknown but 
estimated to be at least three, possibly more. This information was considered to be the most basic and also the 
most important for the survey team to research. Linguistic boundaries would be determined primarily through 
lexicostatistic comparisons as well as by the reports of the people themselves. 

The next objective was to assess the vitality of the Sam language. The strength of the Sam language was 
considered to be a strategic factor of importance in determining the type of language project that should be done. 
The main considerations for assessing vitality were related to the use of the Sam language by younger 
generations as well as language maintenance patterns evidenced by the use of the language (to the exclusion of 
others) in specific domains. 

The third objective was to assess the level of education of the Sam people. As with language vitality, the 
level of education of the Sam people would influence the type of project that could be done in the Sam 
language. The primary considerations for assessing the level of education were the availability of education and 
the amount of schooling Sam speakers had received. 
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2. GENERAL INFORMATION 

2.1 Language Name, Classification, and Location 
The Ethnologue (Grimes, 2000:788) lists Sam [SNX] as a non-Austronesian language with the following 

classification: 

Trans-New Guinea 
Madang-Adelbert Range 

Madang 
Rai Coast 

Mindjim 
 Sam 

This language is known in the literature as Songum, which is the name of the largest of the three villages 
which speak the language. However, the people of Songum, Buan, and Wongbe all consistently informed us that 
the name of their language is sam, which is their word for ‘talk’. 

 The other languages of the Mindjim family are Anjam [BOJ], Bongu [BPU], and Male [MDC]. They are 
located on adjoining lands along the Rai Coast at the head of Astrolabe Bay (see Map 2.1.2.2). There were no 
consistent statements regarding what languages the Sam people felt were most closely related to theirs. 

Among the Mindjim family of languages, Anjam received the New Testament translation when it was 
dedicated in July, 2001—the fruit of twenty years of labour by Robert and Diane Rucker, and Anjam co-
translators. Anjam and Sam do not appear to be closely enough related that Sam speakers would be able to 
understand Anjam without significant amounts of exposure to it (c.f., section 7.5). However, Sam speakers do 
have a fair amount of contact with Anjam since they must walk through the Anjam area to reach the end of the 
permanent road to Madang during the rainy season. Also, the small dinghies that operate as taxis around the 
head of the bay, regularly stop in each of these language areas. 

Bongu and Male appear to be spoken in one village each. Bongu village (population ~800) appears to be the 
most prestigious village in the area as it was the site of the Lutheran Mission which introduced Christianity and 
formal education to the area. It is the site of a primary school and the largest market in the area. Ileg 
(government) Station, which has a health centre and an office of the Department of Primary Industries (DPI), is 
located between Bongu and Male. 

We did not do any intelligibility or bilingualism testing with Bongu or Male. We did learn that Sam people 
regularly go to the Bongu market and catch dinghies at Bongu or Ileg on their way to town. Also, Sam and 
Yangulam children attended the Bongu Community School until the Yangulam Community School was 
established in 1993.  

Although Yangulam [YNL] is in a different language family (Kabenau) than Sam, it is still in the Rai Coast 
Stock, and Yangulam village adjoins Songum village. In general, there is a high degree of contact between the 
Sam, Bongu, Male, Anjam, and Yangulam peoples, probably in proportion to the distance between villages (c.f., 
section 4.5) 

2.1.1 Description of Location 
The Sam people are located just inland from the head of Astrolabe Bay, along the Rai Coast of Madang 

Province, Papua New Guinea (see map 2.1.2.1). They live in the villages of Songum, Buan, and Wongbe (see 
map 2.1.2.2). The three Sam villages are located within an area of approximately thirty-five square kilometres 
along the Kabenau River, but the total land belonging to them is said to include much more territory further 
inland. The Kabenau River is the most prominent geographical feature in the Sam area, but as it is passable 
(except when flooded) and does not separate any of the villages, it does not create a dialect boundary. The 
surrounding landscape is comprised mainly of hills and low mountains covered with tropical rainforest as well 
as some grassy hills and small plains near the Kabenau River and the coast. Wongbe is the highest Sam village 
at two hundred fifty meters elevation. 
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2.1.2 Maps 

2.1.2.1 Sam Language Area 
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2.1.2.2 Sam Language Boundaries 
Note: this map is not intended to be meticulously accurate regarding language boundaries. Its purpose is to 

show the relative location of other languages in relation to the Sam language as well as to indicate into which 
family each language is classified. The language family classifications on this map reflect the classifications 
made by Z’Graggen (1975:579). 
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2.1.2.3 Villages, Facilities, Travel Routes 

 

 

Table 2.1 – Landmarks and Coordinates 

Landmark Latitude Longitude 

Ileg Health Centre S 5°29.643’ E 145°47.867’ 

Ileg Airstrip (closed) S 5°29.532’ E 145°48.059’ 

Songum Village S 5°30.569’ E 145°51.014’ 

Buan Village S 5°33.018’ E 145°48.062’ 

Wongbe Village S 5°34.073’ E 145°46.767’ 

Bongu Primary School S 5°29.563’ E 145°48.909’ 

Yangulam Community School  S 5°30.784’ E 145°51.512’ 

Wongbe Elementary School S 5°34.105’ E 145°46.922’ 
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2.1.2.4 Trails used between villages 

 
Based on Papua New Guinea 1:100,000 Topographical Survey Maps 

2.2 Population 
According to the 1980 census (NSO 1982:11), Songum had a population of 144 and Bang1 had a popu-

lation of 212. At the time of this survey, Songum village claimed to have two hundred voters but a total of about 
five hundred inhabitants. Buan claimed to have only a little over one hundred people. Wongbe village claimed a 
population of 118 inhabitants. A figure between 600–700 people for the population of the Sam people seems a 
likely estimate. Applying the provincial average annual population growth rate of 2.7 percent (NSO, 2001) to 
the 1980 census figures would yield a present day population of 623. 

Table 2.2 shows the number of emigrants and non-Sam immigrants reported in each village. There is also 
some movement of people among Sam villages. The primary motivation stated for emigration or immigration 
was marriage. The net population movement of the Sam people appears to be an emigration of about 3 percent 
of the adults. When emigrants return to Sam villages to visit, they reportedly speak Sam, but their children use 
Tok Pisin. 

Table 2.2 – Immigration and Emigration Among the Sam People 

Village Emigration Immigration Claimed Population 

Songum a few 6 women 200 voters, 500 total 

Buan 11 (4 women, 7 men) 4 (2 women, 2 men) 100+ 

Wongbe 5 (4 women, 1 man) 5 (4 women, 1 man) 118 

Although we didn’t count the number of households in any of the villages, we can estimate the number of 
households in each village by applying the average household size for Madang Province of 5.7 persons per 
household (NSO 2001) to the reported population. Thus Songum would have eighty-eight households, with only 
six of these (7 percent) including a nonnative Sam speaker. All of the outside women who had married into 
Songum village were reported to speak at least some Sam. 

Buan had the highest level of emigration with eleven people moving away and only four immigrants. Four 
men from Buan now live in or near Erima, giving them daily access to Madang by PMV. If there are twenty 
households in Buan, then just 20 percent of them (four) include an immigrant. Half of these (two) speak Sam. 

If Wongbe has twenty-one households, then 24 percent of them (five) include an immigrant. Only two of 
these were reported to speak a little Sam. 

                                                          
1“Bang” is the name of the Census Unit which includes both Buan and Wongbe villages. It is also the name of the dominant 

clan in both Buan and Wongbe villages. 
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2.3 Accessibility and Transport 
Access to the Sam region is reportedly fairly straightforward during the dry season as four-wheel drive 

vehicles can make it almost all the way to both Songum and Buan villages. Dinghies go to and from Ileg Station 
(usually en route to Madang—see map 2.1.2.3) quite frequently throughout the year. During the wet season, 
people either walk or catch a dinghy to Erima from which they can take a PMV to Madang. 

Mr. Gau met the survey team at Madang with a dinghy, and it took about two and a half hours to get to Ileg 
with three or four stops along the way. 

2.3.1 Airstrips 
People seem satisfied with their land and water-based routes to Madang. We were not informed of any 

operational airstrips in the region. Near Ileg Government Station, there is a former airstrip that has since been 
covered with long grass and some small trees. It is likely that it could be reopened if the people were interested. 
However, even if it was opened, it is about a 1.5–2-hour hike from Songum village. In an emergency, a 
helicopter could land on the soccer field of the Yangulam Community School, adjacent to Songum village. A 
helicopter might also be able to land at the top of the old logging road adjacent to the Wongbe Elementary 
School in an emergency. 

2.3.2 Roads: Quality and Availability of PMVs 
There is a road that comes into the Sam region from the main highway (connecting Madang and Lae) and 

continues all the way to Garagassi Point. It is gravel (or mud) by the time it gets to Ileg Station and we were told 
that it is impassable in the rainy season. Apparently, there is another road branching off of this one that 
continues east for quite a few kilometres. We never found out exactly how far it goes so the map shows it 
ending at the Guabe River, but it certainly goes beyond Yangulam village and into the next language group. The 
road did not seem in such terrible shape when we were hiking along it, but evidently the rivers that it crosses are 
flooded in the rainy season and often impassable as a result. There is an old logging road that intersects the east-
west road and follows the west bank of the Kabenau River all the way to the crossing at Buan. It is gravel and 
used by PMVs in the dry season and by coffee or cacao trucks during harvest season. 

In the rainy season, if a person wants to take a PMV to Madang, they can either hike to Erima or take a 
dinghy there (K5) and then catch a PMV (K2). In the dry season, the PMVs come all the way to Buan upon 
request. The PMV fare quoted to us was K5 one way—Buan to Madang. 

2.3.3 Water Routes and Transport System 
Dinghies function as PMVs for the coastal regions along the Rai Coast near Ileg Station. Evidently, they 

stop at any major village along the coast to and from Madang as requested by the passengers. The rates are K10 
from Bongu or Ileg Station to Madang. Hiking to Ileg Station and catching a dinghy from there is a very 
common means of travelling to and from Madang in the rainy season. 

2.3.4 Trails 
A large part of the hiking we did during the survey was along roads or trails that had originally been 

logging roads. Consequently, the hiking was fairly easy. From Ileg Station to Songum village, we followed the 
coastal road most of the way and then turned off about a half km from the village and followed a trail into 
Songum village. We left Songum by a trail leading through some of the low hills and valleys until we crossed 
the Kabenau River where we turned onto the road that runs along its west bank and followed it to a point 
opposite Buan. After fording the river, we followed a short trail up to Buan village atop a ridge. Leaving Buan 
village en route to Wongbe by the short route involves climbing a fairly steep hill to where the trail intersects 
with the remains of an old logging road which winds through the hills to the village. This hill was a little more 
exciting when we came down it in the pouring rain.  

3. METHODOLOGY 
The fieldwork for the Sam survey took place from 9 February to 15 February 2001. Upon arriving in each 

village, our local guide would briefly explain who we were and why we had come and then Mr. Otairobo would 
explain in a little more detail regarding what we would be doing while there and the reasons behind it. When he 
was through, Mike would explain more of the procedure and split the group up—some to help with the word 
lists and stories, and some to answer the questionnaires. 
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3.1 Tools 
In each village we took a word list and administered questionnaires relating to their patterns of language 

use, their contact patterns with other languages, their educational system and opportunities, local church 
activities and structures, and their traditional culture. In addition we recorded a text in each village for use in 
informal recorded text testing. 

3.1.1 Word List 
We used the standard SIL PNG Survey Word List (1999 Revision) for the elicitation of the word lists. See 

section 7 for more details on the methodology and lexicostatistical analysis of the Sam language. 

3.1.2 Questionnaires 
The standard SIL PNG Branch Survey Questionnaires were used for gathering the relevant sociolinguistic 

data in each village. Mike Rueck administered most of the questionnaires in each village. 

3.1.3 Informal Recorded Text Testing 
We did not have reason to question the level of intelligibility between Sam villages (due to their proximity 

to each other and frequency of contact) so we did not create a complete recorded text test (RTT). Instead, we 
recorded short narrative stories in Songum and Buan, and then played them for individuals in Wongbe (the 
farthest geographically removed of the villages), following each story with basic comprehension questions. 
Section 8 addresses the methodology and results of the informal RTT in greater detail. 

3.2 Sampling on the Macro Level 
The Sam language area is composed of three villages, the two farthest apart being only 2–3 hours’ hike 

apart. We visited each of the three villages, spending two days and nights in Songum and a day and night each 
in Buan and Wongbe.  

3.3 Sampling on the Micro Level 
In each village we elicited the word list from a group including both men and women. At least one elder 

was a part of each group although we recorded the voice of a younger man during the elicitation sessions. There 
were instances in Buan and Wongbe where the women spoke up to correct or discuss the form that a man had 
given, so we are fairly confident that the word list data is not skewed along gender lines. 

The questionnaires were gathered from large mixed groups with the older men of the village usually giving 
the official response to each question. There was considerable discussion of the questions asked by the large 
group before the official answer was given. 

4. SCHOOLS 

4.1 History of the Schools in the Area 
Early German Lutheran missionaries, who made Bongu village their base in the Astrolabe Bay area, started 

the school in Bongu and continued to run it until after World War II (Rucker 1989:2). It became known as 
Bongu Community School (grades 1–6) when the government took it over sometime after WWII. Most middle-
age Sam people who attended school went to Bongu Community School. It has now become a Primary School 
(grades 3–8). The government established Yangulam Community School in 1993. 

All of the Community Schools on the Rai Coast feed into Rai Coast High School, although some students 
also go to high school in Madang. 

An Elementary School was started in Wongbe village in 2000 and has classes in Elementary Prep and grade 
1 this year. According to the people from Buan, the Wongbe school will welcome children from two other 
language groups further up the Kabenau River, so the classes will be taught in both Sam and Tok Pisin.  

4.2 Sites and Size 
Bongu Primary School has grades 3 to 8, but we were not told how many classes there were for each grade. 

Evidently, one of the grades has two classes each since there are a total of nine teachers for the grades. 
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Apparently, one of the five teachers at the Yangulam Community School must teach two grades since all 
six grades are in session. This school has students from Yangulam and Sekwanam (Yangulam language), 
Songum and Bang (Sam language), Kaieng (Kar language) and Kaliku (Male language).  

4.3 Staff 
The Yangulam Community School has a teacher from Takia (east of Saidor), one from Tapen (east of 

Saidor, Domung [DEV] language), one from Siroi ([SSD], west of Saidor), and two from the North Coast of 
Madang. One of the teachers at Wongbe Elementary School is a Sam man and the other married into the Sam 
people and now speaks Sam.  

4.4 Attendance and Academic Achievement 
The headmaster of the Yangulam Community School informed us that attendance during the 2000 school 

year was 189 (97 girls, 92 boys) and that the 2001 school year was anticipated to be much the same. According 
to the same man, the Bongu Community School has between 200–300 students attending each year.  

Generally, the Sam villages appear to be interested in sending their children to school. Buan villagers 
voiced their concern about the long distances that their children needed to travel to attend school. This issue is 
being dealt with, though, by the new elementary school in Wongbe where Buan children will start school. 

From Yangulam Community School, eight of the twenty-six grade 6 finishers were selected to go to Rai 
Coast High and eleven others were possibilities. From Buan village, a total of two men have completed grade 8. 
At least two people from Wongbe finished grade 8 and two others are currently in grade 9 now. From comments 
made, it appears that most people finish grade 6. 

4.5 Attitude to the Vernacular 
The headmaster of Yangulam Community School indicated that he was interested in the possibility of 

education in the vernacular, possibly through a traditional language component. Generally, the attitude towards 
the vernacular seems to be good, although the former system of not allowing it to be used in school is strictly 
adhered to. We were informed that Elementary Schools (education in the vernacular from Eprep to grade 2) 
would be established in the area in the year 2005. 

The attitude towards the vernacular in Wongbe Elementary School is good. However, since this school will 
serve students from Boimbe (~5 km to the south, speaking the Jilim or Pulabu language), Kwanje and Sasari 
(~12 km and ~19 km south respectively, speaking the Lemio or Sinsauru language) as well as those from Buan 
and Wongbe, the teachers plan to use both Tok Pisin and Sam in the school. 

4.6 Summary 
Most Sam people appear to have finished grade 6 at either Bongu or Yangulam Community School. A few 

have attended Rai Coast High School, and currently, there are some students at high schools in Madang.  

The Sam people seem to be supportive of the possibility of including a vernacular component in their 
schools. However, the Wongbe Elementary School will use Tok Pisin as a language of instruction because 
children from two other language groups will attend there. 

5. FACILITIES AND ECONOMICS 

5.1 Supply Needs 
Songum village is the only one that claims to have a year-round trade store. Both Buan and Wongbe 

villages have a trade store, but they are only fully functional during the dry season when vehicles can drive all 
the way to Buan. Items that can be purchased at any time in Songum (and presumably any time during the dry 
season in Buan village) include rice, tinned fish, salt, batteries, kerosene, soap, oil, and sugar. Other items that 
can be found in the Sam trade stores include matches, fish line, and hooks. All these trade store items are 
purchased in Madang and transported by boat to Ileg Station where they are taken by car (in the dry season) to 
Songum or Buan village, or else they are carried if the rivers are too high for a car to get through. 
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5.2 Medical Needs 
Songum and Buan villages both have an Aid Post, and both are open when the APO is in the village. 

Wongbe uses the Aid Post in Buan village. The APO in Songum is from the Transgogol region and uses only 
Tok Pisin with his patients. The APO in Buan is from Karkar Island but came to Buan in 1997 and is now 
married to a Buan girl. He uses both Sam and Tok Pisin when treating patients.  

If injuries or illnesses are too complicated for the Aid Posts, Sam people go to the Health Centre in Ileg 
Station. It is two to three hours’ hike from the Sam villages to Ileg Station, and there is a ward at the Health 
Centre for those patients that need to spend the night. The nearest hospitals are the government hospital in 
Madang and the Lutheran hospital in Yagaum, which is about half way to Madang. 

5.3 Commercial Ventures 
Currently, there are no large-scale commercial ventures near the Sam area. 

In 1995, a Filipino logging company came into the Sam region and in exchange for building some bridges 
between Wongbe and Buan village, logged the jungle until 1999 when they left. The bridges are no longer 
passable by vehicle. During that time, many Sam men found work with the logging company. Business was 
carried on exclusively in Tok Pisin. Apparently, those from Wongbe village were more directly impacted by this 
commercial venture. The base camp for the logging company was quite near Wongbe village and the roads that 
they used for trucking the timber out are now the main trails between Wongbe and Buan. 

5.4 Local Businesses 
Local businesses include selling produce at the Bongu market (mostly by women) as well as growing and 

selling cacao, copra, and some coffee (usually done by men). We were shown a few cacao drying sheds and 
from comments made, it seems that this was the most lucrative business at the time since copra prices were 
down (and coffee harvesting season was still a few months away). Although the whole system was not 
completely explained to us, it appears that the bags of copra, coffee, or cacao are taken to Ileg Station and 
boated up to Madang where they are sold. If PMVs come down far enough, the Sam may take them instead of a 
boat to Madang since the PMV fare (K5) is half the dinghy fare (K10). 

5.5 Contacts with Other Languages 
Songum village adjoins Yangulam village, and Songum children attend the Yangulam Community School, 

so the people in Songum village quite frequently come in contact with the Yangulam language. Songum 
children learn to understand Yangulam as well as Sam. Young Songum men learn to speak Yangulam before 
young Songum women do, but all Songum village adults reportedly speak Yangulam. There is also some 
intermarriage, but our overall observations while there indicate that they generally seem to be maintaining their 
own identities fairly distinct from each other. The adults of Buan village reportedly understand Yangulam, but 
don’t speak it. 

On the way to Ileg Station, the Sam people are likely to encounter speakers of Bongu and Male as well as 
some of the other nearby languages that use Ileg Station as their link to Madang. Older Sam men from each 
village, as well as the men and women of Songum village, reported being able to speak Bongu. The rest of the 
adults of Songum and Buan, as well as the young men of Songum, said they could understand Bongu.  

Songum villagers also reported being able to speak (young men and old men) or understand (all but the 
children) the Kaliku language, which they said was similar to Sam. Buan men and women also said they could 
understand Kaliku. Kaliku village is located between Ileg and Male, but Kaliku is not currently classified as a 
separate language. The Sam people differentiated it from Bongu, but perhaps it is the same as Male.  

Except for the older women (who were said to understand it), people of all ages in all three villages were 
reported to speak Tok Pisin. Tok Pisin was reported to be the primary language used with outsiders. 

Only a few outsiders have married into the Sam villages. In Songum village, only six women are reported to 
have married into the village; in Buan, only four people were reported to have married into the village; in 
Wongbe, five were said to have married into the village. Reportedly, those who marry into the group learn to 
understand Sam but speak mainly Tok Pisin. 

The Songum villagers told us that only a few people from Songum live elsewhere—in Madang and Port 
Moresby. Buan villagers listed about a dozen of their people that are spread about in Madang Province while 
Wongbe village said that five from their village had moved elsewhere (see table 2.2). 
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Eight people from Buan and another five from Wongbe have married into other language groups in the 
vicinity and moved there. Six of these live in or near Erima, which is at the end of the year-round road to 
Madang. In addition, two men from Buan live on the North Coast of Madang Province, and one young man 
lives in Vanimo (Sandaun Province). 

5.6 Disputes, Compensation, and Crime 
Disputes that come up between the Sam and other neighbouring language groups have often involved some 

form of physical fighting. The final settling of the issue involves the exchange of pigs, chickens, betel nut, 
and/or money. Generally, there are not very many claims for compensation as they consider the whole 
compensation issue to be a “highlands thing” and not so common for the coastal groups. The most recent 
criminal incident happened about a year ago and involved a hold up with a few items stolen. The issue was 
cleared up shortly afterwards with the stolen items being returned. 

6. TRADITIONAL CULTURE 

6.1 Material Evidences 
The material evidences among the Sam people indicate that outside influence has been around for some 

time, but it has not taken over the traditional culture. Among other reasons for this is the fact that they are 
relatively far removed from the high level of outside influence that would exist if they were in a more accessible 
region, i.e., frequently visited by outsiders going back and forth through the area. 

6.1.1 Evidence of Traditional Influence 
All the houses in all three Sam villages were made out of bush materials. However, sawn lumber was also 

used in many houses in Songum village. The only metal roof and concrete we saw was in the cacao dryers. 
Some traditional instruments are still made such as the garamut ‘slit gong drum’ and the kundu ‘ceremonial 
drum’. Traditional decorations including dog and pig tooth necklaces are still made, as are paspas ‘arm bands’ 
and purpur ‘grass skirts’. Some traditional weapons are still made as well, such as bows and arrows and axes. 
However, they usually use spears with steel points when hunting pigs now. 

6.1.2 Evidence of Outside Influence 
The evidence of outside influence is most easily seen in the clothing worn by the Sam people and the items 

they use in the preparation of food. Western-style clothing is the norm in all three villages as is the use of 
aluminium pans and dishes. Traditional string bags are still made, though they are often made with plastic string 
instead of the traditional bark string. Mention was also made of such nontraditional items as bush knives, 
spades, watches, lamps, umbrellas, radios, saws, hammers, nails, hinges, locks, mattresses, and pillows. 

6.2 Social Practices 
As with the material evidences, there are indications that some traditional practices are being maintained 

but that outside practices are also coming in—perhaps more quickly in some ways than the material goods are. 

6.2.1 Traditional Practices 
The traditional rite of passage for Sam boys has evidently been modified somewhat today, but is still being 

practiced. The boys are secluded in a “men’s house” in the woods and fast for several weeks while the men 
teach them what it means to be a Sam man and the code of ethics that they are expected to follow. Boys may 
attend this traditional school for several years in a row. In Songum village, we were told that this training is also 
accompanied by circumcision. However, Wongbe villagers told us that the circumcision aspect was not original 
with the Sam people but was borrowed from other coastal people and adopted by the Songum villagers. The 
boys’ seclusion is ended with a parade back to the village followed by a singsing ‘traditional dance’. At the time 
of this report, the last such singsing was held during Christmas 2000 and the next one is scheduled for Christmas 
2001. One of the young men indicated to us the area of the forest where the initiation house would be built. 

Traditional feasting is still practiced at major social events including weddings, funerals, pig exchanges, 
and harvest. Occasionally, they buy singsings from neighbouring villages and may be asked to come and put on 
a singsing for a neighbouring village. Songum village buys and sells to Bongu. Buan village reported buying 
singsings from other Sam clans, from Buram, and from Sekwanam. Wongbe village said they buy singsings 
from Boimbe. 
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6.2.2 Outside Practices 
Perhaps the most obvious change occurring among the Sam that reflects outside influence is in the area of 

marriage. Traditionally, a man needed to demonstrate that he was responsible, able to build his own house, able 
to work and support a family, and able to grow a beard before he was considered old enough to marry. 
Generally, this was around 25 or 26 years of age. A woman was expected to demonstrate that she could work 
and cook before she was considered old enough to marry, often she could be as young as 17 or 18 when she was 
considered of marriageable age. When a man wanted to marry, he would speak to his own father and then his 
father would go to the woman’s father and the marriage would be arranged if both were in favour of it. 

These days, it is not uncommon for young Sam men and women to get married whenever they want without 
any demonstration of responsibility or having their parents arrange it for them. They (especially men) are getting 
married much younger than the traditionally accepted age. Marriage can be arranged more easily by going to a 
government official rather than by going through the traditional authority structure, so the government route is 
often taken today. 

6.3 Summary 
The Sam people seem to be absorbing some outside influences while still maintaining some of their 

traditional ways. They are continuing to give their young men some form of traditional, cultural training as they 
move from childhood into manhood, but we were unable to learn more than some sketchy details in this regard. 
They also continue to practice, buy, and sell singsings. Some people admitted that garden magic was still 
practiced, too. 

Although some Sam men fear that their language is dying, they are adopting a proactive stance toward 
preserving their language and culture by maintaining an initiation, establishing an Elementary School, sending a 
Songum man for pastoral training so that they will have a local pastor, attempting to translate some of the 
Lutheran liturgy into Sam, and pursuing the establishment of a literature translation project. 

7. MATERIALS PUBLISHED IN OR ABOUT THE LANGUAGE 
We have not learned of any literature published in the Sam language. Aside from brief references in 

volumes dealing with the classification of the languages of Papua New Guinea (c.f., Z’Graggen 1975:581), we 
have not come in contact with any published material about the Sam (Songum) language.  

8. LEXICOSTATISTICAL DATA 

8.1 Characteristics of the Language 
The charts below show the principal phonetic sounds that were heard while eliciting the word lists. 

Table 8.1 – Sam Consonants 

 Bilabial Lab-dent Alveolar Post-alv Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 

Plosive p  b  t  d   k     
Nasal m  n      
Trill   r      
Flap         
Fricative      s          h 
Appr. w    j    
Lat-Appr.   l      

The free variations noted between the consonants are as follows: [] – [w], [r] – [], and [] – null.  
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Table 8.2 – Sam Vowels 

i            u 

           

e         o 

         

 a       

The most common free variations of vowels were between the following pairs: [o] – [], [i] – [], [e] – 

[], and occasionally [] – []. 

Word order in Sam appears to be SOV, as indicated in the following examples: 

 (1) suma sa taaliu 
man dog hit 

‘The man hit the dog.’ 

 (2) adu mbin h 
3sg sugarcane eat 

‘He eats sugarcane.’ 

8.2 Reported Dialect Groupings 
The Sam people did not report any dialect differences within their language. This may be due to the fact 

that the villages are very close together, and there is frequent travel and intermarriage between the villages. 

8.3 Methodology of Lexicostatistic Dialect Survey 
In each of the three Sam villages we elicited the standard SIL PNG Survey Word List (1999 Revision) from 

a group including both men and women. At least one elder was a part of each group although we recorded the 
voice of a younger man during the elicitation sessions. Mike Rueck elicited the word list in Songum village and 
Tim Jore elicited the word lists in Buan and Wongbe villages. The elicitation sessions were recorded on 
minidisks and have been converted into MP3 files. 

The twenty sentences included in the 190-item word list were not analysed, leaving a possible 170 words 
for lexicostatistical comparison. Since literature has already been translated into Anjam, we were interested in 
obtaining some rough indication of how intelligible Anjam is to Sam speakers. So, a 106-item word list taken in 
the Anjam village of Lalok in 1989 by Robert and Diane Rucker and updated by them in 1996 was used to 
compare Anjam with Sam. The forms on the Anjam word list were checked by the Rucker’s just previous to the 
writing of this report, and no significant changes were made to the data.  

The lexical similarity of each of the word lists to each of the others was computed as the percentage of 
similar items on the two given lists, using the inspection method. The 50 percent similarity criterion, as 
described by Blair (1990:31–33), was used to determine whether two forms were similar. In summary, two 
forms may be counted as similar if at least half of the corresponding phones in the two forms are very similar 
and at least half of the remaining corresponding phones are somewhat similar.  

In order to compare single morpheme items, some parts of the elicited forms were discarded during the 
analysis. Appendix B details the differences between the forms elicited and the forms compared as well as the 
rationale for the modifications to the elicited data. Appendix C shows the data used for comparison. 

8.4 Lexical Similarity Percentage Matrices 
The percentage of similar items (based on the remaining 160 items from the Sam word lists after ten items 

were disqualified) on the SIL PNG Standard Word List amongst the three Sam villages is shown in table 8.3. 
Table 8.4 shows the likely (.10 confidence level) range of error (above or below the figure in the Percentages 
Matrix) within which the true lexical similarity percentage between the speech varieties falls. This figure takes 
the size and the reported reliability of the word lists into account (Wimbish 1989:58–61). 
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Table 8.3 – Percentages Matrix 
 
    Songum 
    96    Wongbe 
    93    95   Buan 

Table 8.4 – Variances Matrix 
 
   Songum 
   3.9   Wongbe 
   5.2   4.4   Buan 

 

Tables 8.5 and 8.6 show the percentage of similar forms between each of the Sam villages and the Anjam 
village of Lalok, where the Ruckers lived while translating literature into Anjam. These calculations are based 
on the 101 items that are the same (and were not disqualified) between the 106-item word list used for Lalok 
and the 170-item list used in the Sam villages. 

Table 8.5 – Percentages Matrix including Lalok 
 
    Songum 
    98    Wongbe 
    92    97    Buan 
    23    23    22   Lalok 

Table 8.6 – Variances Matrix including Lalok 
 
   Songum 
   3.6   Wongbe 
   6.9   4.4   Buan 
  10.7  10.7  10.6   Lalok 

8.5 Interpretation 
The average percentage of shared vocabulary between Sam villages is 95 percent (+/- 4.5 percent). This average 

supports the conclusion that there are no significant dialectal differences between the villages that would have 
ramifications on a language development project.  

The average percentage of shared vocabulary between Lalok village and the Sam villages is 22.5 percent (+/- 10.7 
percent). This is too low to suggest that there is sufficient inherent intelligibility between Anjam and Sam that Sam 
speakers would be able to adequately understand the Anjam literature unless they were bilingual in Anjam. 

9. INTELLIGIBILITY SCREENING 
The data gathered from the questionnaires and the word lists indicated that we would not encounter significant 

dialectal differences between the three villages. However, in the event that we might encounter something along those lines 
that needed testing, we recorded a short narrative story in each village, transcribed it, and translated it for use in other 
villages. We played the recorded stories from Songum and Buan village for individuals in Wongbe, the farthest village 
from the road and contact with other languages. We then asked basic comprehension questions pertaining to the story. The 
responses supported our initial hypothesis that the Sam language is fairly homogenous and our observations that there are 
no evident barriers to communication between the three villages. 

10. LANGUAGE USE DESCRIPTION 

10.1 Children’s Language Use 
10.1.1 As Reported 

All three Sam villages said that their children learn Sam before any other language. Songum village indicated that their 
children also learn Yangulam and Tok Pisin sometime after learning Sam and that the children sometimes mix Tok Pisin in 
with Sam. Both Buan and Wongbe villagers said that their children speak pure Sam without mixing in other languages. 

Somewhat interestingly, Songum and Buan villagers said that their children speak only Sam to their parents, but 
Wongbe villagers said that their 7–8 year olds also use Tok Pisin with their parents. The Wongbe children also reportedly 
use Tok Pisin with their brothers and sisters, playmates, and when singing Sunday school songs.  

10.1.2 As Inferred From Behaviour 
The children in Songum village seemed more comfortable using Tok Pisin than those in Buan or Wongbe. Whether 

this is due to greater ability in Tok Pisin than the others or greater contact with outside influences and consequently less 
fear of interacting with “white skins” is not known. During a meeting in Songum village, some of the young boys 
whispered amongst themselves about us in Tok Pisin rather than Sam. However, because these particular meetings are a 
Tok Pisin-only domain (at least in Songum village), we cannot be certain that they were using Tok Pisin because they are 
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more comfortable speaking it than speaking Sam or simply because they were in a domain that required the use of Tok 
Pisin. Two Songum boys spoke to each other in Tok Pisin and Sam while accompanying us to the bathing spot. One of the 
boys sounded more fluent in Tok Pisin than the other and appeared to be showing off his ability. 

In Buan and Wongbe villages, the children seemed very reluctant to speak to us in Tok Pisin. Again, we cannot be 
certain whether this was due to shyness in the presence of expatriates or to lack of speaking ability in Tok Pisin. The 
children in Buan village put on a concert of all their Tok Pisin songs for us, but this doesn’t provide any clear insight into 
their actual comprehension and ability to use Tok Pisin. In Wongbe, when doing the informal RTT, we asked the children 
questions in Tok Pisin and they often responded directly to the interpreter in Sam without needing to have the question 
translated. This indicates that they can at least understand some Tok Pisin. 

10.2 Adult’s Language Use 
10.2.1 As Reported 

Songum village reported that everyone speaks Sam to almost everyone else, but in addition, married men, young 
married men, and young married women speak Tok Pisin as well—to each other and to their children. A similar scenario 
was reported in Buan village—everyone uses Sam, but a little Tok Pisin is used by the middle and younger generations. In 
Wongbe village, in addition to Sam (which is spoken by everyone), Tok Pisin is also spoken by the middle generations to 
their children as well as the younger generations to their parents. The Wongbe villagers also said that their children speak 
pure Sam, but the adults themselves mix Tok Pisin in with it. 

Immigrants who have married into the language group reportedly learn to understand Sam, but don’t usually become 
fluent speakers, relying instead on Tok Pisin. 

10.2.2 As Inferred From Behaviour 
In our interactions with the men and women of the Sam language, we found that our inferences made from their 

behaviour correlates well with the claims they made about themselves. Most members of the middle and younger 
generations could communicate quite freely with us in Tok Pisin. Only a few of the older generation were not comfortable 
enough in Tok Pisin to communicate with us. But even these understood enough to get the basic idea of what we said. 
They would then communicate in Sam to the others who would translate their responses for us. 

10.3 Bilingualism With Other Vernacular Languages 
Many men and women in Songum village claim bilingualism in Yangulam [YNL]. As Yangulam and Songum are 

adjoining villages, this comes as no surprise. Some claim bilingualism in Bongu [BPU] and Kaliku (which is probably the 
same as Male [MDC]) as well. The older men often know Anjam, Kranget (a.k.a. Bel or Gedaged [GDD]), which was the 
language first used by the Lutheran mission for church services and education in the region, and Kumisanger (Siroi [SSD]) 
in addition to these. Interestingly, in Buan village, there are only a few older men who claim to know Bongu or Kranget 
and only one old woman knows Buram (probably the same as Male). Even fewer old men in Buan village know Bongu. 
Apparently (and not surprisingly), the further inland one goes, the less contact one has with neighbouring coastal languages 
and consequently, the level of bilingualism reported is lower. 

10.4 Summary 
If one were to base his conclusions regarding the vitality of the Sam language exclusively on the patterns found in 

Songum village, it might appear that the language is in a shaky position. There are indications that its vitality may be 
deteriorating, but there are also hints that it may be on the verge of stabilizing.  

On the negative side, the children in Songum village are evidently growing up bilingual (and possibly trilingual) with 
no clear evidence that it is a stable situation. The childbearing generation is speaking both Sam and Tok Pisin with their 
children, and the only domains reportedly reserved exclusively for Sam are organizing weddings and funerals and joking. 
Buan villagers reported using a bit of Tok Pisin even in these domains and using exclusively Tok Pisin for sports. The male 
leaders of the village are concerned that the children are shifting toward more use of Tok Pisin. This would certainly bode 
ill for the survival of the language. 

However, if they go through with plans to establish a vernacular language Elementary School in Songum in 2005 and 
begin church services in Sam in three years, the chances of the Sam language stabilizing and remaining viable are much 
better. Community leaders are hoping that a literature translation program will help to stabilize the Sam language. 

The concerns for the vitality of Sam become less pointed when the two interior villages of Buan and Wongbe are 
brought into the picture as well. From the language use patterns reported by these villages, it would appear that the Sam 
language is not currently on the road to rapid disappearance. The children of Buan are more dependent on Sam alone for 
communication than are their counterparts in Songum village. However, Wongbe children are reported to use Tok Pisin 
with everyone except their grandparents. Children in both Buan and Wongbe responded appropriately to us when we 
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addressed them in Tok Pisin. On the bright side, we observed that most children and adults in all three villages were using 
Sam most of the time.  

11. LANGUAGE ATTITUDES 

11.1 As Reported 
The Sam people seem very interested in the preservation of their language. This was one of the main reasons for 

requesting a language development and literature translation project in their language—to keep the Sam language from 
dying. In Songum village especially, they were very concerned that their children were losing the Sam language in favour 
of Tok Pisin. The emotion with which some of the men denounced Tok Pisin as not being a real language indicated that the 
situation was not being taken lightly by at least some of the male leaders. 

In Songum village, during the group interview relating to language use, the answers being given seemed to indicate 
that the language was fairly strong and the children were speaking it, etc. Then one of the leaders waved everyone to 
silence and proceeded to tell his fellow villagers very strongly that they were hiding the truth from us and that they should 
be honest with us about the reality of the situation. He told us that the language situation was not as good as had originally 
been stated. Instead, the children were speaking Tok Pisin and losing the Sam language. The older men were not excited 
about this possibility though the younger men did not seem to think that the preferred use of Tok Pisin would be such a 
terrible thing as long as Sam didn’t die out. That is, they seemed less concerned about Tok Pisin becoming the preferred 
language as long as they still knew Sam—especially for speaking amongst themselves so others couldn’t understand. 

The feeling that the Sam language was being lost seemed to be the most intense in Songum village and lessened 
toward the interior. For instance, only Songum village said they thought their language would no longer be in use twenty 
years from now. Both Buan and Wongbe felt that it would still be in use, though their children would also know Tok Pisin 
when they were adults. Wongbe village indicated that they would be very sorry if Sam was ever lost. However, they appear 
to value education and the development of the area enough that they plan to use Tok Pisin in their Elementary School so 
that non-Sam speaking children can attend. 

All three Sam villages said that the prestigious languages in the area were Tok Pisin and Bel (also called Kranget and 
Gedaged), which was used in the early mission schools. 

11.2 As Inferred from Behaviour 
The people in Buan village told us that the year before we came, a group of leaders including Mr. Gau had gotten 

together in order to write out Bilip (the Creed) in Sam. However, they ran into difficulty and abandoned the project. During 
our first night in Songum village, Mr. Gau and some of the others stayed up until 4:30 in the morning discussing how they 
could translate key biblical terms such as “kingdom,” “glory,” and “spirit” into Sam. Apparently, it was the translation of 
these terms that gave them difficulty in their previous attempt at translation.  

In addition to this, the people of Songum village told us that they are hoping to hold church services in Sam when the 
pastoral student that they are funding returns from pastoral training. This desire for their own pastor who will preach in 
their own language seems indicative of a very positive language attitude as well as a desire to preserve it. 

It is evident that at least some of the leaders are concerned about their language and preserving it for future 
generations. More importantly, their concern prompted them to attempt some translation on their own. Even though this 
effort was not completed (due to lack of training), it indicates that they are not merely saying they are serious about the 
work but are willing to invest the resources that they have available to receive literature in the Sam language. 

This demonstration of the interest which the Sam people (or at least the leaders) have in receiving literature in their 
own language is an important consideration in determining the viability of their language. They appear willing to invest of 
themselves and their time to preserve their language and they have asked for help in the process since some of the 
challenges are more than they can overcome on their own. 

12. CONCLUSIONS 

12.1 Language Viability 
At present, Sam still appears to be a healthy language. During the survey trip, people of all ages appeared to be 

speaking Sam all of the time, except in church or when speaking to the survey team. The marginal access the Sam people 
have to Madang town during the rainy season, their moderate rate of intermarriage with other groups, and their apparent 
abundance of land are all factors that would support language maintenance. 
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However, the future vitality of the Sam language does seem to be hanging in the balance, though perhaps not in as 
precarious a position as the generation over 40 years old fears it is. The Sam people value formal education and 
development. All but the oldest and youngest people seem to have a good grasp of Tok Pisin, and they rely primarily on 
Tok Pisin outside of their own three villages. The childbearing and courting generations value Tok Pisin and reported 
speaking it with their children. Also, the women who marry into this group are slow to learn to speak Sam. Although they 
develop a passive bilingualism, most continue to speak primarily Tok Pisin. 

12.2 Language Attitudes 
The concern of the older generation for the maintenance of their language, the continuance of traditional training of 

adolescent boys, the presence of Yangulam Community School adjoining Songum village, the establishment of an 
Elementary School in Wongbe, and the financial support of a Songum man in Lutheran pastoral training are all steps being 
taken by the Sam people which can strengthen their community, instil a sense of ethnic pride, and strengthen their 
language. 

Perhaps the strongest motivation for language maintenance is revealed in Mr. Gau’s comment that Tok Pisin doesn’t 
have any land associated with it. At the most basic subsistence level, all Papua New Guineans know that they can survive 
quite comfortably as long as they own land. As with many other groups, the Sam language is perhaps the primary marker 
which distinguishes the Sam people from all others. In as much as their survival depends on owning their land, and their 
identity depends on their language, the Sam people have a deep motivation to preserve their language.2 

Given the initiative taken by Mr. Gau—the Lutheran circuit leader of Bongu Circuit and a member of a clearly 
influential Songum family—to establish a literature translation committee, and the initiatives taken by the community 
mentioned above, it seems that a language development and literature translation project has a fair chance of obtaining 
community support. 

12.3 Dialect Situation 
There are no indications of any dialectal variations that could hinder communication or acceptance between the three 

Sam villages. The low lexical similarity (see section 8.4) of Sam to Anjam makes it very unlikely that Sam speakers 
without significant amounts of contact with Anjam speakers would be able to understand the recently translated Anjam 
New Testament. 

12.4 Level of Education 
Not many of the Sam people have had much education beyond sixth grade. We are aware that education is not the only 

factor in determining the ability of a group of people to have a large part of the responsibility in a language program, 
however, it is often one of the most trustworthy indicators. Our brief observation of the Sam people should not be 
construed as a definitive statement of what the Sam people are capable of achieving if they set their minds to it.  

12.5 Summary 
During the Sam survey patrol, Mr. Otairobo began to make people aware of what literature translation involves. The 

people expressed interest in hosting a complete Translation Awareness Workshop within the next few months. A 
Translation Awareness Workshop would afford a more complete insight into the interest and commitment of the people 
regarding their support of a language development and literature translation project in their language. Their initiative in 
taking steps to preserve their language will likely be one of the most important factors in the success of any language 
project that is begun among the Sam people. 

Considering the relatively low level of formal education among the Sam people, it will most likely be necessary for an 
expatriate translation team to play an active role in the initial stages of a Sam language development and literature 
translation project. The Sam people should be given the bulk of the responsibility as soon as possible, but the expatriate 
team will probably need to be very involved in the beginning of the project. 

Linguistically, there is no evidence of major dialectal differences in the language, although there are indications that 
Wongbe villagers may have a slight accent compared to Songum and Buan. Socially, Songum village seems to have more 
prestige than the others due to having more contact with the outside world, although the differences in prestige between 
them may not be great. However, the high level of contact with Yangulam in Songum village as well as the more frequent 
use of Tok Pisin there could prove to be obstacles for outsiders trying to learn the Sam language. Given its relatively 
stronger language vitality and lower level of contact, Buan seems to us like a better site for language learning. 

                                                          
2M. Lynn Landweer has suggested, based on sixteen years of experience in sociolinguistic survey in PNG, that the availability of 

sufficient amounts of undisputed land to pass on to future generations may be the most important factor in language vitality in PNG. 
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13. RECOMMENDATIONS 
We recommend that the first step in a language project for the Sam people should be a Translation Awareness 

Workshop done in Songum or Buan village. This would give the Sam people a better understanding of what is involved in 
a language project. If they are still interested in pursuing a language project, it should first be determined if the project 
could be classified as a consultative project or started as a managed project with a consultative project as the end goal. The 
focus should be on training the Sam national translation team to do the translation themselves. At some point, translated 
Anjam literature could be used as a source text for adaptation. 
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 APPENDIX A – SCHLIE/LANDWEER PRIORITY ALLOCATION ASSESSMENT DEVICE3 
LANGUAGE NAME: Sam [SNX]  DATE: 29 October 2001 
PROVINCE: Madang EVALUATOR NAME: Mike Rueck, Tim Jore 
 
PRIORITY Score: 34  PRIORITY Ranking______ PROGRAM Type: Managed/Mentored 

USE: Major categories are in order of importance—and have numerical values weighted accordingly. Tick (check) off 
appropriate ranking on each item for the language community under consideration. Enter "O" if information for a particular 
scale is unknown. For ease of analysis, add scores for each section and enter the total in the space provided before 
progressing to the next section. 

I. Prime Factors (Suggested score needed is 8/12 points before proceeding to Section II) 

A. Location of the 
targeted speech 
communities 

3_____ 2__x__ 1_____ 0_____ 

 Remote: No easy access 
to and from language 
community 

Marginal access to and 
from language 
community 

Fairly easy access to 
and from language 
community 

Urban                        
Located within urban 
area 
 

B. Personnel assigned by 
other entities  

3__x__ 
None 

2_____ 
Interested but not 
actively planning or 
engaged 

1_____ 

Active field work 

0_____ 

Translation work in 
progress; agreements 
with other agencies 

C. Language family 
representation – 
percentage (or number) of 
languages in the language 
family of the targeted 
language where a 
translation program is 
already completed or in 
progress. 

3_____ 
0–20%  
O/n 
1 of 5 
or more 

2__x__ 
21–45% 
1/3–4 
2/5–7 
3/8–9 
4/10 

1_____ 
46–80% 
1/2 
2/3 

0_____ 
81–100% 

 
 

(% figures are calculated before language under consideration is added in) 

D. Lexicostatistics (Lexical similarity with family-level related language(s) having translations completed or in progress) 

Choose one as applicable to surveyor: 

(1) Surveyor familiar with languages in the language family. 

Lexical Similarity 3_____ 2_____ 1_____ 0_____ 
Count: Less than 70%  70–80% 80–90% 90–100% 

(2) Surveyor unfamiliar with languages in the language family. 

Lexical Similarity  3__x__ 2_____ 1_____ 0_____ 
Count:  50 % 51–75% 76–90% 91–100% 

__10_ TOTAL POINTS SECTION I 

 

                                                          
3For discussion of this device see Landweer, M. Lynn. 1991. Schlie-Landweer Priority Allocation Assessment Device:  
Rationale Paper in Kindell, Gloria, (ed.) Proceedings of the Summer Institute of Linguistics International Language 
Assessment Conference. Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics. 
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II. Use of Vernacular (Suggested score needed as 9/15 on this section or a total of 17/27 for Section I and II before 
proceeding to Section III.) 

A. Domains of vernacular usage (3 points possible) (This is to score vernacular versus any other language of wider 
communication used within the language community; e.g., trade language, church language, English.) 

If the vernacular is used in: 

Home Home Home  Home  
Cultural events 
Church 
Social events 
Other domains such as the 
workplace 

Cultural events 
Social events 

Cultural events where 
the vernacular is used, 
but is mixed with 
outside lingua franca or 
other local languages 

Where vernacular is 
used, but is mixed 
with outside lingua 
franca or other local 
languages 

3_____ 2_____ 1__x__ 0_____ 

Definition of domains: 

Home – environment for communication with spouse, in-laws, and children including the following forms of 
communication: instruction, information, comfort, scolding, song, humour and private religious observance. 

Cultural events - negotiation and interaction in preparation for and during the following events: weddings, 
funerals, harvest or competitive feasts, public discussions, and singsings. 

Church – includes the subdomains of hymnody/songs, prayers, sermons, discourse/homily, read Scripture, 
literacy, and post-service "tok save" announcements. 

Social events – political campaigns, work parties, sport, adjudication, market, and travel. 

Workplace - local industry, trade store, and gardens among relatives and friends of the home community. 

B. Code Switching/Mixing (12 points possible) 

(Code switching/mixing occurs when a single speaker uses different codes – for our purposes “codes” 
can be understood as “languages” - at different places within the same utterance) 

1. Occurrence 3 _____ 2_____             x 1_____ 0_____ 
 Rare   Common 

2. Place 3_____ 2_____ 1__x__ 0_____ 
 Formal   Informal  
 Speech   Speech 

3. Type 3_____ 2__x__ 1_____ 0_____ 
 Direct   Morphology 
 Borrowing   Syntax 
 (Lexical) 

C. Diglossia versus Code Switching 

Diglossia is a special (and stable) form of “code switching” It is a community-wide phenomenon. In 
diglossia speakers are obligated to switch to a specific language as dictated by the social situation or 
topic. In such cases speakers will always use language “x” in “x” social or topic situations and never 
use language “y” but will always use “y” language in “y” social or topic situation and never use “x” 
language in those situations. Conversational code switching occurs according to the skill and desire of 
the individual speaker. There are no social community-wide obligations attached to his/her choice of 
language. 

 
Code switching  3 _____ 2_____         x 1_____ 0_____ 
is characteristically: Situation Bound  Conversational 
  (Diglossia)  (According to 
    the skill and the 
    desire of the 
    conversant.) 
 

__7__TOTAL POINTS SECTION II 
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III. Ethnolinguistic vitality (24 points possible) 

A. Group dynamics – patterns of marriage, language use of immigrant marriage partners, and allegiance to 
community. 

la. Language use of  3_____                 x 2_____ 1_____ 0_____ 
those immigrating  Actively  Passively  Use of trade Maintaining 
into the group bilingual in bilingual in local language own language 
 local vernacular vernacular only regardless 

1b. Percent 3__x__ 2_____ 1_____ 0_____ 
of adults  0–10% 11–20% 21–30% 31–40% 
immigrating 
into group 

2a. Emigration from 3__x__ 2_____ 1_____ 0_____ 
target language to 0–10% 11–20% 21–30% 31–40% 
other language areas 

2b. Identification 3_____ 2_____                  x 1_____ 0_____ 
of émigrés Living in ethnic Regular contact Sporadic contact No contact 
with home settlement with with contact 
culture: vernacular language traditional home traditional home 
 maintenance 

B. Distribution – relative ethnic and linguistic independence of the target group in relation to outgroups for daily 
living. 

1. Ethnolinguistic 3_____ 2__x__ 1_____ 0_____ 
 social network  Cross cultural Cross cultural Cross cultural Community 
 ranking independence,  interdependence dependence fragmentation, 
  interdependence within requiring the use of requiring the use of individual 
  the community, with other language(s) for other language(s) for independence, 

 little need for language(s) access to some goods access to all goods language choice 
  other than the local and services for  and services for made according 
  vernacular for access daily living daily living to individual 
  to goods and services   skills and needs 
  for daily living   in order to 
     access goods and 
     services. 

C. Social outlook regarding and within the language community in question 

 

1. Ethnic prestige 3_____ 2_____ 1__x__ 0_____ 
 Strong internal Strong internal Weak internal Weak internal 

  identity, high identity, neutral identity, neutral identity, negative 
  status or notoriety status conferred status conferred status conferred 
  conferred by outsiders, by outsiders, by outsiders, by outsiders, 
  with cultural markers with cultural markers with some cultural with few if any 
  present present present cultural markers 
     present 
 
2. Language   3_____ 2_____ 1__x__ 0_____ 

prestige Prestigious, nationally Regionally recognized Locally recognized Locally 
  recognized language language of wider language with disparaged 
  of wider communication communication, or neutral status language 
   church, education or  
   trade language 
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D. Education 

(Choose the option you believe will have the most impact on a potential program.) 

1a. Formal 3__x__ 2_____ 1_____ 0_____ 
education effects Local community/  Sizeable % of 21–50% of area  Sizeable % of  
on language elementary/primary  people with  students with two of High School 
maintenance school attendance at least six years of years of High school. graduates (10th 
  formal education  and above) 

b. Nonformal 3_____ 2_____ 1_____ 0_____ 
type4 education No programs 20% 21–50% of 80%  
programs extant of area involved area involved or better of   
supporting use    area involved in  
of nonvernacular    large scale  
language    program 

__17__TOTAL POINTS SECTION III 

__34__GRAND TOTAL POINTS Sections I, II, III. 

NOTE With consistent application and further refinement this instrument could he used to establish a relative ranking of 
priorities between regions. As it stands now, the device provides an adequate broad ranking of priorities within a single 
region. 

Thus: 34/51 = High priority.  25/51 = Low priority Less than 25 = No priority at present 

Minimally, this instrument has been designed to serve as a "yes"/"no" for possible SIL allocation into a language 
community; 34/51 points indicating a "good" priority allocation according to RAD discretion. 

IV. Expected Program Profile 

A. Population (absolute figures) _____~660______________ 

B. Expected Cooperation/Support from: 

1. Church 3__x__ 2_____ 1_____ 0_____ 
 High   Low 

 
2. Political Leaders 3__?__ 2_____ 1_____ 0_____ 

 High   Low 
3. Local population 
 interest 3_____           x 2_____ 1_____ 0_____ 

 Committed   None 
 
(Committed would include people in place to see that the program continues at the local level; e.g., 
Tok Ples Committee; trained or appointed translation workers.) 

 
    b. Remuneration 3__x__ 2_____ 1_____ 0_____ 

 Volunteer   High Pay Scale 

C. Motivation of request: 

       Spiritual ____ Philanthropic  ____   x  Personal Prestige  ____ Cargo Mentality ____ 

 
Based on all factors in sections I, II, III, and IV, the following type of language program is recommended: 

 ___ Directed5 (SIL team organized and implemented program.) 

 x __ Managed (SIL managed program with aspects of project implemented by native speakers.) 

 x __ Mentored (SIL developed and monitored program-SIL team initially training national partners toward independence.)  

 ___ Consultative (SIL team functions to consult and train a nationally organized project.)  

                                                          
4 e.g., “Kisim Save” programs in the Sepik region. 
5 See Pfantz, Dunc, February 2000, Four Categories for Language Projects, ms. 
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APPENDIX B – CHANGES MADE TO ELICITED FORMS FOR WORDSURV 
ANALYSIS 

Key: S=Songum, B=Buan, W=Wongbe, L=Lalok (Anjam language) 

Table B.1 – Data modifications and rationale for Sam word lists 

Item Village Original Form 
Reduced 

Form 
Rationale 

Items with 
similar 
changes  

1 SB ido adi adi according to informants in Buan, [ido] is the 
3rd person genitive marker 

34,35 

2 SBW adi moi moi [gadi] is a separate morpheme (item #1)  

15 S kwesa  according to Buan and Wongbe, [kwesa] 
is the term for ‘leg’ and not foot, so the item 
is disallowed. 

 

29 B tumalak sumalak observation of other speakers in Buan 
indicated that [t] is part of the main 
informant’s idiolect; the others use [s] 

33,42,49 

37 S auwabi naman  according to Wongbe, [auwabi naman] is 
the older sister of a woman, as opposed to 
[naibi naman] ‘man’s older sister’; 
consequently, the form is disallowed for 
comparison purposes 

 

50 S(BW) adu dan ajo dan comparison of other elicited forms indicates 
that [adu] is the 3rd person (masc?) pronoun 
and [ajo] (or [jo]) is the morpheme for 
completed action (Wongbe, item #53) 

51-75 
(various) 

50 W(SB) adu ndanajosi ndan according to informant’s comment on item 
#54, [si] is apparently a progressive marker6 

60, 67,75 

65 SBW   item disallowed in lexical comparison – no 
new information (a composite of item 64 & 
66) 

110, 116 

 

68 W adu br asmo br for [adu], see note on #50; asemo appears to 
be a form of [as] ‘bird’ (used in the 
elicitation frame) and so is dropped for 
comparison 

 

80 BW   disallowed to assumed miselicitation of 
‘very long’ [ilongai] instead of ‘long’  

 

84 B ru ru [ru] (B) is treated as being cognate with 

[ru] (SW) for comparison purposes; i.e., 

[] is treated as being only one degree 
different than nil in word-final position 

 

89 S   according to Wongbe, [oslo] refers to ‘soft’ 
and [gusa] means ‘wet’; but since there is 
no corresponding data in Songum, the form 
has not been disallowed 

 

                                                          
6It is uncertain how the two suffixes [-ajo] (also [-ejo] and [-iju]) and [-si] interact or what impact they have on the verb when they occur 

together. It is also unclear (though maybe somewhat unlikely) that the simultaneous occurrence of the two affixes is only present in the 
Wongbe speech variety or that it occurs in the other two as well but was not encountered during elicitation (e.g., items #50, 51).  Both 
are treated as affixes in this analysis and removed for the purposes of lexical comparison. 
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93 BW duma duma [ge] is a diminutive suffix  

111 BW wam  moi [wam] is ‘tree’ (108) and so is removed for 
comparison purposes 

112, 113 

121 B barsai sai according to Wongbe informant, [bar] 
means ‘hand’ (c.f. 14) 

 

123 B kudja kud according to Wongbe informant, [ja] is 
apparently a suffix7 

 

126 SBW   The Sam counting system does not have 
specific terms beyond 3 

127, 128 

150 SBW   Sam does not have a word for ‘green’  

151 B lambijai lambi In Wongbe, both [lambi] and [lambijai] 
were given as words for ‘many’, so it is 
assumed that [-jai] is an affix and is 
removed from the forms in Buan and 
Wongbe 

 

153 S   possible miselicitation of ‘this’ in Songum, 
but without any basis to disallow the form, 
it has been included. 

 

Procedural Notes: 

The following comments have been included to explain the decisions made by Tim Jore during elicitation of the word 
lists as well as in the grouping decisions made when analysing the lists in WordSurv. When eliciting words, if the first 
form given differed from the form elicited in the other villages, the language helper was asked if they had any other words 
that meant the same thing. If the synonym looked for was still not elicited, the form being sought for would be left and only 
returned to once the list was completed. At that point the language helper would be asked what the form elicited in the 
other villages meant. If they immediately agreed that it was identical, it was assumed that it is a synonym and entered into 
WordSurv as the correct form for that village. If they denied the form, hesitated in their acceptance of it, or stated it was 
different, the original form they gave was used for all comparisons. 

Table B.2 – Data modifications and rationale for Lalok (Anjam language) data 

Item Village Original Form 
Reduced 

Form 
Rationale 

Items with 
similar 
changes  

38 L am  Though not cognate according to the 50 
percent similarity criteria (Blair 1990:27–
34), [am] (L) and [doam] (SBW) have 
been considered to be cognate, under the 
assumption that the extra syllable [do] was 
either added or dropped. 

 

51 L tielqo tiel [qo] is the 3rd person immediate past suffix8 
and has been removed for comparison 
purposes. 

50, 53, 55–
59, 61, 63, 
64, 66, 67, 
71, 74, 90 

92 L am  [gaman] (SBW) is considered to be cognate 
with [gam] (L) under the hypothesis that 
[an] was lost at some point from the SBW 
forms. 

 

                                                          
7The Wongbe informant indicated that [kud] could stand alone (c.f., the form elicited for Songum). However, the gloss given for the 

suffix [-ja] is ‘one’, which is the gloss being elicited. Unfortunately the exact definition of [kud] was not pursued at the time. 
8Diane Rucker, personal communication, 15 May 2001. 
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102 L boar  Strictly adhering to the 50 percent similarity 
criteria, the L form is one degree too far 
removed ([bo] vs. [be]) from [benaar] (S) 

or [bnaar] (BW) to be considered 
cognate, but it has been counted as cognate 
anyway, under the assumption that the extra 
syllable [na] in the SBW forms was lost 
from Anjam (or possibly inserted in Sam) at 
some point and that both forms descended 
from the same root. 

 

106 L ja  Technically, this form is not similar enough 
to [ja] (S) or [jak] (BW) to count it as 
cognate, but I have done so since the loss of 
a word-final consonant is a common 
historical change which has been assumed 
occurred in this instance. 

 

168 L ia  The SBW form [ga] is assumed to be the 
result of having lost the initial [i], and so 
these forms have been considered cognate. 
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APPENDIX C – WORD LIST DATA FOR SAM AND LALOK (ANJAM) 
The Sam forms were elicited using the standard SIL PNG 170-item (and 20 sentences) word list, and the Lalok forms 

were elicited using the 106-item list. Consequently, the items that are present in the Sam lists but not in the Lalok list are 
labelled “ABSENT” in the Lalok column and were not used in the lexicostatistical comparison of the four villages. Those 
items labelled “DISQUALIFIED” were not used in the comparison of the lists due to factors detailed in appendix B). Items 
in the Lalok column that have been labelled “ABSENT/DISQ” are not present in the 106-item Lalok word list and were 
disqualified in the 170-item Sam word lists. 
 

 Gloss Songum Buan Wongbe Lalok (Anjam) 
1 head adi adi adi ate 
2 hair moi moi moi baa 
3 mouth mobdi mobdni mobdin medabu 
4 nose mandini mandini mandini manaobu 
5 eye ame am am amdamu 
6 neck ooli ooli ooli kakro 
7 belly (inside) kweb kwep kwep mene 
8 skin o o o jejamu 
9 knee kweor kwor kor ABSENT 

10 ear damoi damoi damoi dapkala 
11 tongue men mn mn me 
12 tooth ala alak alak qalaei 
13 breast (her) wale wal wal muum 
14 hand bare bar bar ba 
15 foot DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED ABSENT/DISQ 
16 back ombor kombor ombor qore 
17 shoulder jelu jlu jlu qawar 
18 forehead landa landa landa landa 
19 chin meem mm mm ABSENT 

20 elbow baor baror baror ABSENT 

21 thumb bali barlik barlik ABSENT 

22 leg kwoisa kwsa kosa sia 
23 heart (pumps 

blood) 
udpai udpari udparik ABSENT 

24 liver horhor horhor horhor ABSENT 

25 bone isili isili isli tanu 
26 blood ker kr kr le 
27 baby oa oa oa ABSENT 

28 girl dindoe dindo dindo ABSENT 

29 boy sumaiela sumalak sumalak ABSENT 

30 old woman aelieli aelibeli aelibeli ABSENT 

31 old man sumaeli was sumaeli ABSENT 

32 woman ali ali ali ua 
33 man suma suma suma tamo 
34 father idoalabi idoalabi idoalabi abu 
35 mother idoanjibi idoabi idoabi ai 
36 brother (older of 

man) 
aubinaman awbinaman awbinaman waskoba 

37 sister (older of 
man) 

DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

38 name doam doam doam am 
39 bird as as as qebari 
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40 dog sa sa sa bau 
41 pig buol bol bol bel 
42 cassowary oa oa soa qari 
43 wallaby sibial sibijal sibijal ABSENT 

44 flying fox munblo momblo momblo ABSENT 

45 rat uln uln uln ABSENT 

46 frog koa koa koa ABSENT 

47 snake boi la boi amal 
48 fish umam umam umam qe 
49 person suma suma suma ABSENT 
50 he sits dan ndan ndan awo 
51 he stands ti ti t tiel 
52 he lies down ina ira ra ABSENT 
53 he sleeps wil ilol wilol ei 
54 he walks n n n ABSENT 
55 he bites eju eij eju unii 
56 he eats hsi hsi hsi uye 
57 he gives it to me habi habi habi eb 
58 he sees oiju oiji oijo un 
59 he comes l l l b 
60 he says mnde mnd mnde ABSENT 
61 he hears e   quqwo 
62 he knows ele l l ABSENT 
63 he drinks jakhe jakh jakh uy 
64 he hits taaliu taaliu taaliu qal 
65 he kills DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED ABSENT/DISQ 
66 he dies meo mo mo moi 
67 it burns jo jo jo am 
68 it flies bri br br ABSENT 

69 he swims owe w we ABSENT 

70 he runs baen ba bai ABSENT 

71 he falls down andakuliu andakuliu andakuliu maal 
72 he catches ubuidiu ubruidiu ubruidiu ABSENT 

73 he coughs dool tool dool ABSENT 

74 he laughs daale daal daal kiki 
75 he dances ta ta ta ABSENT 
76 big lijai lijai ilijai kobakuja 
77 small dukae dukae duka kiala 
78 good beli beli bli bole 
79 bad hali hali hali ABSENT 
80 long DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
81 short hoo hoo hoo turuyala 
82 heavy kuli kulik kulik ulube 
83 light hodok hodok hodok ABSENT 
84 cold ru ru ru ulili 
85 warm (hot) ari ar ario kaka 
86 new keei kei kei bunud 
87 old ai ai ai namid 
88 round onulu koulu oulu ABSENT 
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89 wet odlo ondloo / usa oslo / usa nuu 
90 dry hura hura hura kara 
91 full ma ma ma maqwo  
92 road aman aman aman am  
93 stone duma duma duma meni 
94 earth mija mijahau mija / mijahao mandam 
95 sand hull hull hull ullul 
96 mountain tombu tombu tombu mana 
97 fire bala bala bala amyuo 
98 smoke ami ami ami kurem 
99 ashes usmun huksmun usumun amsum 

100 sun se se s se 
101 moon lem lm lm bai 
102 star benaar bnaar bnaar boar 
103 cloud arom arom arom labi 
104 rain wa wak wak ABSENT 
105 wind tumur tumur tumur daua 
106 water ja jak jak ja 
107 vine sila sl sl ABSENT 
108 tree wam wam wam am 
109 stick danal daan daal ABSENT 
110 bark DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED ABSENT/DISQ 
111 seed    ei 
112 root bari bark barik jirim 
113 leaf moi moi moi baa 
114 meat damuk damuk damuk damu 
115 fat namur namur namur namur 
116 egg DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
117 louse mana mnak manak mana 
118 feather wuli wuli wli ABSENT 

119 horn (shark fin) dur dur dur ABSENT 

120 wing eru ru ru bari 
121 claw sai sai sai ABSENT 
122 tail moi moi moi weru 
123 one kude kud kud qujai 
124 two lilu lil lil aijel 
125 three alub alubi alubi qalub 
126 four DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
127 five DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
128 ten DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED ABSENT/DISQ 
129 taro ai ai ai ABSENT 

130 sugarcane mbin mbin mbin ABSENT 

131 yam sambi sambi sambi ABSENT 

132 banana muol muol muol mue 
133 sweet potato mbwolkol mbolkol mbokol ABSENT 

134 bean bidon bidon bidon ABSENT 

135 axe sabor sabor sabor ABSENT 

136 knife sier sir sir ABSENT 

137 arrow pnaij pna pna ABSENT 

138 net bag olo olo olo ABSENT 
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(woman's 
basket) 

139 house wurum wurum wurum tal 
140 tobacco kas kas kas ABSENT 

141 morning koli koli koli ABSENT 

142 afternoon bula bula bula ABSENT 

143 night kolu kolu kolu qolo 
144 yesterday jaba jaba jap ABSENT 

145 tomorrow jiblam iblam iblam ABSENT 

146 white apo apo apo qat 
147 black ilalo aluo aluk tulu 
148 yellow kwadro kwadro kwadro ABSENT 
149 red osro sro osroo lent 
150 green DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED ABSENT/DISQ 
151 many lambe lambi lambi areikoba 
152 all kumoo kumoo kumoo ABSENT 

153 this nd iwadi siwadi ABSENT 

154 that waisi woisi weesii ABSENT 

155 what? pina pina pina kie 
156 who? ji j j jai 
157 when? mlmbu mlmbu mlmbu ABSENT 

158 where? abea aba aba ABSENT 

159 yes wohao ao ao ABSENT 

160 no dalo dal dal sai 
161 not (he is not 

standing) 
dale dal dal ABSENT 

162 I sa sa sa e 
163 you (singular) ni i i ni 
164 he adu adu adu a 
165 we two 

(exclusive) 
jaa jaa ja ABSENT 

166 you two nisa isa isa ABSENT 

167 they two naal naal naal ABSENT 

168 we (pl exclusive) a a a ia 
169 you (plural) nia ia ia nii 
170 they (plural) andua andua anduk nai 
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